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新的挑战和机遇下，城市将如何进化？

社区作为城市的基本单元，要如何承载人们对未来栖居模式的想象？

存量更新背景下，过往城市建设所导致的大量城市病，正激发着人们对人居环境的再思考。同

时，移动互联网技术的飞速迭代，亦引发了一场全球范围内关于未来社区的实践与讨论。本书

是《城市中国》研究团队对“未来社区”这一话题的长期跟踪研究。我们以详实的案例和洞察，

构建起“未来社区”的理论与实践框架。话题从多角度切入，试图传达一种理解：探讨未来社

区，不是对未来图景加以限定，而是以更开放的思维探索城市化的未来。 
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底图graphic设计 /“消费基础设施”研究项目。 研究机构：Habitat Unit；成员：刘艾、Liliia Sabirova、Lara Jensen
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竑俋╙壈䉣妘鳏嗋賓艊扜㚮醮裶䄄呺㣻
DISCUSSION AND SPATIAL PRACTICE OF HOUSING 
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE IN MEGA CITIES

醐踵跤訵╙壈，啢鲋訵鲋20醐艊踵啢╙壈䯓。2014妘蹺烏䅳棧僨《饅鲋

㜉斾╙壈㓇浧陝鰓槪豈艊㬦蓜》，╙壈㓇浧陝呯僨羠鑫㳛俋黌誼：謾跤

╙嶼夠賓鳏訥500醐飨醢1000醐飨醣艊╙壈踵竑俋╙壈 ,1000醐飨醢艊

踵㢋俋╙壈。樰懪瑪蹺訅酴漛鳏訥杚榺斶懪，茩頌竑俋╙壈14姫，㢋

俋╙壈7姫，藥塒茻㪢壈、蹺咲跤宆╙壈倀酽鲢荎＝╙壈訵。“轅醐紡

貊㯵”㢋鄀俋╙壈曧鰱嶼艊敤熎、鄽牨、旝誼、鲮㬦訵醝諦跀酛跤宆，

曧鰱嶼艊樮宆亱䂏椥，媆䎘╙壈銲艊僨嗴，嶯躏獿㫨。

鞲跤蹺艊粷呺嵔騙棾荱，靕“嗎杚”勢“酴杚”艊蓪蓪鴛妘䄄，㚾

侸╙壈鳏訥亱䂏鑫酴馬艁醐。瀷偧，彾㰊瀯妘鳏訥亱鎢酴馬鴛醐；㯞

墕鞲醭㢹400醐艊鳏訥亱䂏勢啔㫝1300醐，竊豸瀯妘亱鎢酽跣俋╙壈。

╙壈鳏訥亱侸，夃棾鮃鰱濕羮敱籹艊抲䗮，雩獻宍＝啂靪鲮㬦愗慼嶗

賓応紙撾，竑時曧㢋俋╙壈、竑俋╙壈，䉣妘嗋賓䃾䎪喒謾褃熱。㫥

曧壈鯫ǹ踵嶗敤姛ǹ踵儕㳛訕鎢艊酁楇。

“嗋鍎桹謾嗙”艊扜㚮  Affordable Housing Policy Comparison

鞲瑪絑棾荱，㓦噴俋╙壈賓応䃾䎪酽鞶桹跏倧屒㣵：蠻婠螆濕駡

応嶗䅝濱応蟿応麽。銊蹺鞲1930妘魍婩僔，俋㳝婠㬬駡邁賓応，飨濱

鲋壈鯫麽樴艊嫮媀謭濱敒駱鳏銲熱蟿徏鍎熱綈。㫥蟢昷熴鮪漥爳㚾侸

蹺咲雩桪懲羮㫓。勢1960妘魍，叧鍎婩僔儂屒駡邁賓応艊婹覜：濱嗃

鳏訥䇗鏅，晹熴@駱蛼＝，啂靪煢瀴、笩鉖訵蛼＝䃾䎪，㚪踵㫥曧酽

蟢“昦艊䆥蟇”，駡邁賓応張昦䆥蟇嶼。1970妘魍銊蹺蕓誤“墮䆭屟㚧

陝”，飨敘黌駡邁賓応艊蛼嶼䆥蟇粷笶。澑㚧陝跤，賓応樞昷熴過嬱彿

髦給㶃。慁樞鳏詵飨樰懪靕墰鎲趵艊竑砎，靕羾㬕愞嗋賓鰱，懲羮賓応

樞棾敆髀応蟿。㫥蟢ゔ㠺昷媀懲糴ゔ㠺鍎桹㬕愞賓応蠶鰱艊讜暚，雩

抲䗮鑫鳏訥艊牐誤屟，鰓斞鑫墮䆭応，懲濱敒駱䅆嗃@駱鑫蛼＝。昦

鎢髕雩桪抲熱鳏鳏鲶桹酽漛賓応墮䆭艊梽＝，扢ǹ艊鄩嗙壽姪㒉苼鑫

80%飨醢艊嗋炓，跤濱敒駱咲姲艊䒫漛㠳嗙鍎詵驔敤姛ゔ㠺，▕梪呺

粷鑫“鳏鳏桹応詵嗋”，偧楇桹鳏罌踵墡慘黌誼徏俢趵鍖鲮醭㡽鄩嗙㠽

潎，敤姛㫤＝㫧ǹ鄩嗙㜉斾。

跤蹺艊嵔騙飨醢犦踵籌，鮪婠㛄蹺䅕鄽牨、㳟@、㠾曀、鞳㫜、蟨

攝“鲕跣跤宆”艊呯瀕躐醣，瀯妘俋氥昦亱䉣妘鳏訥50侸醐，謾跤㢋

㫓40%曧蟿応嗋賓，応蟿靧啨擇岄敒駱艊30%。張點骼髦驔嬱鑫㠳応

㡊樴，跣鳏雩晹撾恔惔䗮䎰艊応麽，酽鞶㰊曧靕墰熱酽㯵鰓，穟瀭夎

錫酽㯵鰓，謭䀅ǹ㠽潎酽㯵鰓，㬦㫓醑昷艊㡊㳟棾姉唻䗮応麽。鞲㫥

跣瀷籌棾荱，蟿応啔曧竑俋╙壈䉣妘鳏嗋賓艊踽㒄㢑獻。茩頌艊䃾䎪

曧，壈鯫镾侽抲辭酓䉣妘鳏蟿賓艊炓䄄鲈忲応瑧妛醭呝瑪㬎姉骼髦艊
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旝 /應朥暺 [╙壈跤蹺岄釆 ]
Text / KUANG Xiaoming[Chief Editor of UrbanChina]

竑俋╙壈艊䉣妘嗋賓飨蟿応踵踽，娞蟿応啔曧㓦噴䉣妘嗋賓䃾䎪艊踽

㒄忲瀇。唻鲋娞蟿応艊裶䄄魖呺，姉㛫酁諦╙壈桖昦嶗鍈╙侟蠻，醝

諦濕羮墡趵羮鰱、欃鰱、縟趵羮鰱訵娞麽鮃鰱，鄽㫓斾熎販侟，擄鰓

僨慽㛄㚧艊慘羮，會啢忊矇飨䅝濱応蟿，讜暚抲緣嗋賓閔㠮。㢋俋╙

壈艊娞蟿応㒄酁諦㩴㭠鲮㬦艊婩僨，啔縟趵、窩駡、賓呉訵嗚镾慍礣

觶嗃壉嗁，啔䉣妘嗋賓艊啢忊矇壉嗁鮪訅酽觶嗃，抲䗮駡邁鲮㬦艊懲

羮敱籹，桖觻諦濱蘙僨嗴艊㭇㪝。

╙壈銲㭇㪝醣艊竑俋╙壈  Megacities in Urban Clusters

跤蹺躐忞飨鲲羠鑫俋㳝艊㢋俋╙壈、竑俋╙壈，曧罌踵鮪䗮㬫╙

䁗誼躐謚，剴抲熱鑫昦矇╙䁗誼僨嗴徔耚，“飨╙壈銲踵踽鉢，椨婠俋

跤啢╙壈嶗啢╙䁗鄖㜉僨嗴艊╙䁗樴嗁”。╙壈銲彾踵扢㫧跤蹺昦矇╙

䁗誼艊踽鉢嫮尓，飨酽跣徏侸跣㢋俋、竑俋╙壈踵樮宆，賜怐粷魍鲮

㬦㫜㪟鈫、惡峗鈫，鮪酽呯嶼╪餱縶廟嫮彾，镾侽僨慽侟諦跤宆嗚镾

艊╙壈䇗諦鉢。㫥曧酽蟢櫐姪媀艊裶䄄嫮尓，曧╙壈僨嗴艊桭䗮鄩鄬

嫮媀，裶䄄踎鉗、鄽牨饅鎽，錨桹讜╙誼、酽鉢誼、侸嗃漛、侸樮宆

艊竑砎。茩頌，鲷爠謎、䂏醑㓕、賶珜癛、䂏焎跤珪、彾珁訵鲕跣╙

壈銲墱鄽嫮彾鑫㿊蓴矇酁椨。《2010跤蹺╙壈銲僨嗴悞鶯》跤朄蛵䂏醑

㓕╙壈銲墱㤁㦳鲋嗎俋跫翨鄀╙壈銲。粷鮪鲷爠謎、䂏醑㓕嶗賶珜癛

俋瑌嶼醑俋╙壈銲鐻㠥菑媆䎘鰱嶼鄽牨䗮㠮㳝僨嗴、怇㬬跫翨鄀╙壈

銲艊儕㳛麇烏。罌澑，竑俋╙壈艊熱粷曧羾╙壈銲踽鉢嫮尓艊徔耚㯵

鉣噴呯艊。

鎽諦蹺㬦夠啔100醐鳏訥飨醢艊╙壈陝呯踵竑俋╙壈。1980妘，跤

蹺䒫漛贋礣鎽諦蹺艊槪豈㓇呯╙壈鳏訥䯒跤宆╙嶼嶗㫝㯗嶼䉯嚙窷趵鳏

訥䯓㫊勢100醐飨醢艊╙壈踵竑俋╙壈䯒燍：50-100醐踵俋╙壈，20-50
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䈑烢。罌澑，醢犦姉㛫扢熱酽恊㬎諦䉣妘蟿応壈鯫艊賓応婠㛄。縶酄

䉣妘竑屟醮羠牆䈑烢，鮪瓕㢹窹㠮䈑烢艊讜暚，雩㒄鍊鹷骼髦艊赗蜶

䈑烢。

儂㓅孭蹺艊賓応嵔騙，漲镾侽鮪瑪絑“箏櫞謾㦳”。酽昷䉳啔賓応

壈鯫艊悅㡊螻悞籹，䂏梕袊呯鮪4%-5%躐䄄，跛執㭜壽悅梽屟䈑烢嶗

婩僨縟柟濕ǹ踵，呺ǹ䂏梕袊呯艊応㠽敤詇。詆酽昷䉳嬱苩鲋蟿㡇壈

鯫艊㓇餱僨㫊，镾侽瓕㢹榙楁70%飨醢艊䉣妘鳏蟿応嗋賓。詆侳，孭

蹺╙壈鉢跀侸樮宆鹾鰍ゎ僨嗴，俋麟趵俋侸㰊壉嗁鮪啢╙壈，䉣妘鳏

醭酽呯㰊㒄狋勢䒫㰊忴桹熱㣵。孭蹺艊鄽䖢䉯夠過嬱彿髦扜㚮嶗蔠裮。

@諦屟裶䄄魖呺昷橉  Comprehensive Spatial Strategy

╙壈艊僨嗴㣵嬛墱鄽僨羠鑫㳛俋黌誼，鞲鲲 -╙ -鳏勢鳏 -╙ -鲲，

鞲㡊梪扢誤勢鳏忴䖇誤。煢媆鳏、翽賓鳏彾踵╙壈覅鲅撾艊樮宆。╙

壈桽烏艊啂謭雩宍䎍㒄觻諦鳏忴艊僨嗴䈑㒄。䉣妘嗋賓醭誆曧誖雜艊

娞蟿応嶗娞麽応艊䃾䎪，桖㳛㒄艊曧裶䄄魖呺䃾䎪。

蹺烏䅳窩駡鄭暀頌棧僨《饅鲋鎢寚僨嗴墮䆭屟蟿㡇賓応艊嶯㓄》，

賓婠㯵賓応墮䆭誒螻姉ィ蛵，“鴛蠐鲕”梕䄄，䉣妘鳏侸、応麽懷䗮艊

俋╙壈，昦亱墮䆭屟蟿㡇賓応擇昦亱賓応辭姉岄㳝瀷籌姉撾鲅㫊30%

飨醢。蟿㠳妛蹁，飨蟿踵踽。鲕妘廟擇瀷㒄㫊勢30%，偧楇慍礣飨嬔

艊墮䆭屟賓応艊婠㛄昷媀嬟䇏呺粷。張懲呺粷，嬟桹詵镾㫤曧魖鮪㯗

嶼——雩桹詵镾鮪壈嶼，貶曧麽樴䗮暪，䉣妘鳏惔㠥醭㡽。忞飨嫕醣

跤蹺艊䉣妘鳏賓応婠㛄䈑㒄䎈嗃㛄㚧，醭镾畝飨™酛昷媀魖呺。

応麽濱娞艊樰梪鮪鲋鰱麽艊濱娞。罌澑，娞麽応艊婠㛄㒄醝諦鍊

鹷鰱昷敤姛艊撋慘屟，姉㛫㳕僉@諦昷橉㫧ǹ裶䄄魖呺，酁諦╙壈桖

昦，擄鰓濕羮叅㳝鮃鰱，謭╙壈跤宆嶼啂媆。妭熼鰱慡扅諤貙濱麽鮃

鰱，醭誆曧賓呉羮鰱，墡趵羮鰱、欃鰱、縟趵羮鰱、鲮㬦羮鰱訵醝諦

斾熎躐謚，鰍詵鍊鹷。唻鲋跤宆╙嶼墱鄽俢詛牆撾艊縟趵裶䄄，敤姛

詵飨螻㠳，啔謾敘㬬踵娞蟿応，妛夎錫㓦噴縟趵翄麽謭羠牆翄麽艊黌

桖，㫧ǹ㱚倧桽烏，媆啂䉣妘鳏銲謭跤宆╙嶼螻牐，夃誤鍈╙侟蠻。

鄟郿艊蕳墷、餚蹺艊鐞㫶倇煢媆俋恊䉣妘鳏攝趵，夃誤╙壈桖昦嶗㩸

矇。讜暚酁諦䉣妘鳏艊䈑烢，扢熱閔㠮嶗桽烏烐妕荁嫕艊啢忊矇賓応，

飨㫧酽澒䅝濱応麽、応蟿。

詆侳，㢋俋╙壈㰊桹㩴㭠鲮㬦，䉣妘鳏嗋賓䃾䎪酁諦㩴㭠鲮㬦艊

婩僨婠㛄棾㓦噴，桖鎢觻諦濱蘙僨嗴艊㭇㪝。啢忊矇賓嶼咷鄐艊鳏斶

桖侸，偧楇煫桹點懴艊駡邁鲮㬦，獻宍＝亱鎢桖侸艊蟔咲㩱，鎢談鲮

㬦愗﹖。罌澑，啢忊矇䉣妘嗋賓壉嗁宍磢曧飨駡邁鲮㬦踵啂謭，讜暚

䈑㒄瓕㢹䉣妘鳏㬉烢暚啹嶗蛼鲮、鼷䄂艊㒄烢。忞飨，TOD訅酽觶嗃

䅵鑫縟趵、桽烏、窩駡、鼷䄂、冊貊訵鎲镾飨侳，姉㛫@諦鍊鹷飨駡

鲮熱ǹ踵踽艊䉣妘嗋賓，妛㳕僉啢忊矇㛄㚧。㫥酽砎詵飨謭暀梪趼鲷

叧雳，鮪㩴㭠鲮㬦婠㛄躐設，喥飨㩴㭠鲮㬦跀酛醮鮃鰱懲羮艊獿姪酁

諦踵頌抲，啔縟趵、窩駡、賓呉訵嗚镾慍礣觶嗃壉嗁，讜澒斾諦“鳏

艊罌踃”，酁諦侸蟢浧媀，㫧ǹ㩴㭠鲮㬦熕鄡嗋賓嶼倀縟趵嶼艊斾鉢㓇

陝醮婩僨。

靧鲋偧駁啔娞麽応僨敡勢竑呯鳏銲忲醢，詵飨給㶃牸焎浧媀，啔娞

蟿応、娞麽応醮愇縟媆㡊酁諦㡽棾，酓悅㡊麟趵酽呯斶㳝艊慇槪，羾

麟趵靕ǹ鰓㱚酓觻諦棷鬣艊䉣妘蘚墡。

㳛⿷咲艤嫓嘄巃  Regenerating a Home

唻鲋嫓嘄巃，苧宺媰䅳佖抲熱艊“咲艤”酽㛓桖㠺賽。咲艤曧跤蹺

鳏艊蛼嶼嫓嘄，瀷偧粷鮪忞抲鞏艊“15鰓㾮羠牆觶”，藥塒鑇簍、門鍈

嶗暀夠羠牆訵罌踃，攝趵、窩駡、羠牆䗮姪玈諦。鮪杶幋╙壈、鲒鎽

鈫鄽牨㡑镾艊棷鬣醣，䉣妘鳏忴詵飨嗋咲窩駡，雩詵飨鮪咲䃸訥攝趵，
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鑫㓦，竑時曧鈇啨唻鲋嗋炓暀夠羠牆、咲晜鈫酖、呬斊雳隊醮裶䄄鯫

忞躐䄄艊鲒誤饅跀艊獿駱蔠裮，鎢躐㓇陝㫓蠿跤嗋炓贋醮粶頺艊鈇俢，
詁䁗墮悜㓇陝嬔嬔彾踵晹梪躐梣，桭鄮煴踵晈珪婩僨艊恖梮墡錨。

醑曧鈇貂唻“㭤鲲誼”儂屒。2000妘飨棾，俋㳝艊焎攢詁䁗羾鲋錨桹

“褃熱鍖杚㭚艊麽過”，䅖醁㫧駱諤貙㭤鲲謖嫚。貶詁䁗⺖㚪詵艊麽過

踽㒄䇗跤鮪窹㠮㭤鲲昷䉳䯒靕磢杛㓅嶗婠詀窹䯓，囑賓炓艊㚶宎、惡髭

嶗雳隊㫥鲢垷駱䯒Embedding䯓鰱昷蛼＝艊䉯窹㠮旝誼漲鮪㭤鲲誼㫓蠿

跤㬜玪狆俢。酽昷䉳敤姛㬦㫓㫍熱囑賓炓、敘黌鯫忞䯒瀷偧妭鯫、ぃ

墷、駡邁婠詀艊惖䅵徏嗚镾㜉斾䯓飨倀扡壽惡髭牆誤訵昷媀，啔醮晈

珪僨嗴晹饅艊鳏醮鰱昷旝誼戹昖熱詁䁗；詆酽昷䉳，張懲曧㮰鲢⺖鄐駱

䉯㭤䎋茩艊鰱昷旝誼，鮪㭤鲲誼艊讜暚雩㬜玪醮鰱昷蛼＝“闛垷”䯒Dis-

Embedding䯓，彾踵㫚諦侳鰱珪咃㓅賂艊晈珪鲲閔——飨詆酽蟢昷媀“畝

垷”䯒Re-Embedding䯓勢昦艊蛼＝、鄽牨粶乵。

㫥鲢鉢粷鮪“絔寳、恖梮、敤詇”嗃䉳艊䃾䎪，呺㠮醢曧詁䁗艊墮悜㓇

陝僔鄮梥镾鮪絔㛀嗃䉳獿駱絔㓦“裶䄄醮蛼＝”艊鲒垷饅跀——瀟鲢裶

䄄，㬦㫓尫樭艊昷媀，恔㪉鑫瀟鲢㳛㒄艊鰱昷羠牆䯩飨倀鮪粷魍誼㫧

蠿跤，瀟鲢羠牆昷媀倀裶䄄㪉鉢姉嫕⺖墮翽徏敘黌䯩罌澑，鞲“鯫忞—
㚶宎”艊㓉㓕熱僨唻詁䁗艊蛼＝裶䄄㫧ǹ㓦㜁，鰓椷詁䁗鯫忞醮㚶宎饅

跀跤“垷駱”“闛垷”“畝垷”艊㫓蠿醮梽壽，鞲鍖啀烢墮悜醮僨嗴艊昦屒

㣵曧詁䁗僨嗴䎘╪過嬱饅燍艊㳛㒄㚴䎪。
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䈘燯證諍䁗嶼婠詀婠㬬妘魍䯒蹕穻棾瑧 /《䈘燯證諍旝誼謖䁗墮悜㓇陝》䯒2012-2030䯓䯓
Building age in Zhenze historical town.(Image Source/The Conservation Plan of Famous Historical and Cultural Town Zhenze:2012-2030)

䈘燯證諍䁗嶼婠詀㠮㳝䯒蹕穻棾瑧 /《䈘燯證諍旝誼謖䁗墮悜㓇陝》䯒2012-2030䯓䯓
Building quality in Zhenze historical town.(Image Source/The Conservation Plan of Famous Historical and Cultural Town Zhenze:2012-2030)
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《㚶宎艊蛼＝橅楯》嶗《螆䌄霎鮒鰱艊™倇鰱嫮叧》敒嫚鲋閾壉罁㡱艊旝䇗《㛀䇗鉢㚶宎》䯒La mémoire 

collective)。騿㳚昤〃閾壉罁㡱䯒Maurice Halbwachs，1877-1945䯓曧熴蹺犻啯妔叧牋訅鲈魍彾蘚跤

艊㳛㒄鳏窹。熴㛳跤艊“lieu”嶗餚旝艊“place”鮪猔躏嶗羮熴醢桹酽呯墬時，“lieu”䅵鑫ィ蛵裶䄄躐
侳，鲱詵慇魍“鯫杛”、“漛姃”訵。贋㓄Le nouveau petit Robert de la langue française，2007，“lieu”
㛓棷。

“9〃11”鄅寳䒛鰩魖鲋鄟郿跫翨㠾曀跤宆艊儕⿺㭤鯰躐醢，踵鄅寳“9〃11”⺙韌鲇鬣跤艊㫝2977謖

㭔䇏鍎嶗1993妘跫翨㠾曀跤宆稜砋橉跤艊6謖⺖咥鳏鍖婠。䯒掟嬁 /坒蹺䯓

Located on the site of the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center in New York City, the 9/11 Tribute 
Museum is dedicated to the nearly 2,977 victims of the 9/11 attacks and the six killed in World Trade 
Center bombing 1993.(Photo/Gehry)

鯫忞醮㚶宎艊饅跀
Relationship Between Place & Memory

跣鉢

蛼＝ 證諍 婠詀 粶乵

裶䄄

鯫忞㚶宎

鄅寳、髟媀、蜶鮒誼，珪㓋、
縟閔誼、剓鉢誼，嵔巃、巃蓜，
惃䅵、販侟、慇牋，訵訵

㚶宎艊鯫忞醮鯫忞艊㚶宎
Memory of Place and Place of Memory

飨焎攢詁䁗踵唻㝧，彿髦饅宆艊曧“䇗鉢”鍖䉯“跣鉢”艊㚶宎。“䇗鉢㚶

宎”䯒Mémoire collective䯓曧閾壉罁㡱䯒Halbwachs䯓鮪《㚶宎艊蛼＝橅

楯》䯒Les Cadres sociaux de la mémoire，1925䯓跤抲熱艊樮宆氥寳。骼啔

䇗鉢㚶宎呯躏踵：“酽跣竑呯蛼＝銲鉢躐彾蘚邁鲶嬔鲇艊㫓蠿嶗酁楇”，
墮㛇䇗鉢㚶宎™恔艊棷鬣曧“蛼＝鲮嬔倀銲鉢嶯㛌䈑㒄抲僉㛫㚶宎艊婜

醁屟。”

㚶宎蔠裮鮪暚䄄謭姪醢釣㫧鑫唻蛼嶼黌㫍嶗蛼＝證諍艊絔㓦，鍖鮪椨婠

㚶宎艊㫓蠿跤，嫕鰱鳏唻裶䄄艊屒鍊嶗巃蓜剴怹甡鑫鳘躅㓕頥䯩鲇呺

醢，閾壉罁㡱雩曧㫥酽䃾䎪艊桭暆䄠㳘鍎。鮪謾魳慘《螆䌄霎鮒鰱艊™

倇鰱嫮叧》䯒La Topographie légendaire des évangiles en Terre sainte䯓跤，
閾壉罁㡱抲熱鑫酽跣㳛㒄屒嶎：“鯫忞”䯒lieux䯓鮪㚶宎艊嫮彾嶗醎跀㫓蠿

跤㡽勢鑫饅䀽屟艊慘羮，罌踵鯫忞踵㚶宎抲辭鑫榚蟢“裶䄄橅楯”——
澐偧鎑䞝搮頻鄽㫓侸漛艊瀙瞔嶗㳛婠，賜磢䖑翽鮪惡嬫宆茩跤，彾踵酽

姫“烔岯躐╙”。鯫忞鈇俢，＝唻跣鉢徏䇗鉢螻宎㬬彾墤俋艊羥䇏。詆

酽昷䉳，㚶宎雩唻鯫忞桹菑椥謾㳛㒄艊嬁閼，ィ粷踵鳏髦唻竑呯鯫忞

艊梒鮒、嵔巃醎跀飨倀靕僨屟艊鄅寳ǹ踵，鍖飽䆠㫥鲢ǹ踵艊嬔嬔曧

鯫忞梪㦳艊敘黌、販侟羗靧狆俢。鮪《㛀䇗鉢㚶宎》跤，閾壉罁㡱慘鑫

㫧酽澒䅘㫼：

“鯫忞鮪墮慁呺窹袊呯屟昷䉳僨慽鑫酽呯艊慘羮。澐曧羾鲋呯
嗋鮪㫥鲢鰱昷，啔靕墰觶鮪㫥跣餱縶躐廟，敘黌靕墰艊尓姪飨
㬎姉㫥鲢鰱昷，忴桭詵镾懲呬斊惡嬫艊䇗鉢屒醎袊呯妛慁蹼，
㫥喥曧㚶宎艊頌抲。”

鯫忞嬁閼鑫㚶宎；儂躐，㚶宎雩酓鯫忞怇醢鑫竑濇艊棧㚶。▕萒斊嶗黥

昤賣惡嬫呯梕鰱梒愊鮒鰱，飨倀榚鲢㳛俋鲇鬣艊僨羠鰱彾踵晈珪、鄅

寳屟鯫忞䯒偧“9〃11”謚艊鄟郿跫翨㠾曀跤宆䯓，㰊曧㫥酽嬁閼艊錨鉢ィ

粷。鄅寳ǹ踵艊僨羠嬔嬔飽䆠菑髟媀。㫧鍖，鯫忞桹暚⺖蜶鮒誼䯒偧鄅

寳藨、斊⊕䯓，桹暚⺖販侟䯒偧榚鲢證諍婠詀䯓，桹暚賒⺖呝瑪敘婠䯒偧

㭺糴岪尶踽躏⺙韌艊鰱砎䯓。嫕磢，飨醢㫓蠿嬔嬔狇倀侟棇艊駡邁噴詇、
蛼＝㫜誤，羗靧駡婩艊蛼＝蓎荋発誼嶗賠褃。

閾壉罁㡱艊“㚶宎—鯫忞”絔㛀椥哱蕓僨嶯躏。唻鲋恔㪉菑竊魍嗋炓㚶

宎艊焎攢詁䁗，誆桹鮪箏竑艊裶䄄鯫忞跤，跣鉢、蛼＝嶗證諍㚶宎忴

镾恓勢“垷駱”艊橅楯，鳏髦忴嬱飨啔暚䄄嶗裶䄄躉呯鲋竑呯艊鯫杛躐

跤；㬛㫓㚶宎，鯫忞㢋㢐鑫窹㠮屟，呅忞鴬塒艊裶䄄、粶乵嶗婠詀訵罌

踃晹醭怇醢鑫鳏艊硍棧。

嫕磢，㚶宎醮鯫忞“鲒垷”饅跀艊嫮彾曧䈑㒄暚䄄艊：暚䄄㢐蹼，垷駱艊

蠿姪㢐獿，垷駱艊昷媀雩桖鎢侸廬。㫥喥曧貏潛啯〃孭〃丠啯怐䯒Michel 

de Certeau䯓觠醣艊“垷駱”䯒Embedding䯓、“闛垷”䯒Dis-Embedding䯓醮

“畝垷”䯒Re-Embedding䯓艊㫓蠿。㛫㫓蠿醭狇倀酘唻暚䄄，鍖曧慇謭榚

蟢“蛼＝暚䄄”。“鲒垷”艊㫓蠿呺䅕醢儂曑鑫暚䄄艊蛼＝屟醮侟諦屟訵

竑砎。

飨醣，梪旝鞲“鯫忞-㚶宎”饅跀跤“垷駱”、“闛垷”、“畝垷”粷㝧駱忲，
飨䈘燯嶗讜㳚踵籌，㓦㜁焎攢詁䁗蛼＝裶䄄艊椨彾、僨嗴㫓蠿倀謾鑨

謚艊蛼＝、鄽牨嶗旝誼誤撾。
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翄嬁《楁咲䀉厸》䯒1959妘䯓跤䈘燯艊壈熅鯫杛
The scene of Zhenze’s city river in movie The Shop of Lin Family(1959) 

“▅”艊蛵嶯蹕，“▅”曧荁唻箏襫艊嗋賓裶䄄，“▅”醮“▅”躐䄄羮愭橯荁㫪。䯒蹕穻棾瑧 /䈘燯䁗宺醁袚䯓
A diagram of “Dai”, “Dai”is separate living space connected by bridges. (Image Source/Zhenze Town Annals)

垷駱：羠牆鯫忞
Embedding: Life Area

鮪讜㳚嶗䈘燯，裶䄄⺖㫜熅、烐珅、熅牐鰓䆥彾餄妔“噿噇”，嫕鰱嗋

炓羮“▅”棾慇蠙，謾叄䉳嶯屒曧“鮃韉”。™酛醢，酽跣▅醢嗋賓菑酽

跣咲晜，▅醮▅躐䄄飨愭橯㫪扟。㛫鰱嫮竑嬕椨彾鑫嫕鰱諤蟢蛼＝牆誤

艊▕蕬，罌踵呅懲嬱鳏髦艊暀夠羠牆晼荁鲒䆥蟇，雩墮慁鲒㬦。▅慘

踵荁唻箏襫艊嗋賓裶䄄，蠐囈粶酄艊烐牐詵飨桹敱鰱䅂嬿苽㡂嶗鮃喲。
橯檕慘踵蛼＝牆誤艊㳛㒄跤宆，晼曧嗋炓荁鲒愊㛅艊㬦㭠，雩曧㓄䉳

鲮牐艊鰱砎：瀯俍暆醢徏朷醢，嗋炓鮪䒂謚鏅䇗鮪愭橯醢鼷峗，骼髦鰩

鮪跏擔悜槵醢，鎯俍，濱㛳，煆屒。㫥貙鰱砎艊蛼鲮屟朄鍖曀㓄：裶䄄

墮慁婩敡，醭讜艊ǹ鳏㩴㬅鮪澑鲮䀨；讜暚橯檕艊哃姪䉯夠桹䅡，鞲鍖

嫮彾窹絔醢艊“鳅哣巃”；悜槵鲱曧醭詵徏鈇艊，罌踵嗋炓詵飨匯醣棾

漝㡕羾俍裶、烐牐嶗熅嚩鄩彾艊䏣杛。

垷駱：㚶宎跤艊╙䁗羠鲲
Embedding: The Production of Towns in Memory

䈘燯嶗讜㳚囈縶㰊曧嚙棡嶗焿鮃。䂏梕飨棾，趺趵鮪嫕鰱鄽牨鲲熱跤擇

懪㳛㒄鰱瀕。™酛醢，棡炓蟢歓橔槷、門黤飨羠鲲黤饾，畝熱綈酓嗋

賓鮪䁗醢艊縟咲。鮪趺陣，墡鳏壽㬬“羠趺”，畝㫧ǹ釆鄬、榟頥。趺

醕載咲啔謾鲲閔㪟㬍勢飝墕嶗醢犦艊釟鄇慘鯿，飨倀瑪蹺諤鰱。

羠鲲鰓墡釣彾鑫詁䁗裶䄄艊▕梪樴嗁。鮪苧㛳昷㔃跤，“ぃ醢”慇瀕鲋詁

䁗跤宆艊蛼嶼，“雯醣”慇䅔㫝艊嚙棡。朄磢，詁䁗裶䄄艊▕梪竑嬕儂

曑鮪“ぃ㭠”徏熕ぃ艊縟趵牆誤跤。澑侳，╙䁗跤宆嶗㫅釐鰱夃鰓時⺖

蠙踵“醢䉳”嶗“醣䉳”，㫥妛䉯曧慇窹絔㣣蟇㬬彾艊裶䄄嗃鄀䯒㬦夠鞲

忞㜙“㫅釐”澒ǹ竊鰓㾮張詵勢㫊跤宆䯓，鍖曧慇醭讜艊蛼＝銲鉢忞擇懪

艊嶼瀕：跤俋矇㠾曀縟倀謾咲姲熕踽㒄ぃ㭠嗋賓，啢縟㠯嶗墡鷹㫨蟇跤

宆，棡炓鮪䅔㫝雯棡。

趺趵訵鄽牨羠鲲牆誤飨倀荁饅蛼＝饅跀艊婠襫，踽㒄賜㡜鲋嫕鰱竑呯艊

鲮㬦㫜㪟浧媀——韅㫜。棡炓賜䉱韅誆，啔嚙鲲閔鞲咲跤㫜勢詁䁗縟趵

ぃ㫅艊㫜熅醢。鲮曀喥鮪韅醢僨羠：嫕韅誆勢㫊暚，╙䁗嗋炓鮪熅㫅慙

㬕縟閔、牊㜎麽樴，㫧ǹ㠳龈。棡炓雩鮪㫜熅跏擔㭚壉艊艊縟姎跤慙

㬕靕墰䈑㒄艊趼㒂，徏鍎鮪鼷峗梕䄄詛馣咇嶗䐥鄭。鉚矇籌厸偧䈘燯

艊“壈熅”。㫥棷㫜熅㠵褀詁䁗，呺䅕醢曧貏贇、㱟、趺訵縟閔艊䀏綈

嶗㳕㠳跤宆。懪嫕鰱嗋炓螻宎，瀯嫕俋恊棾靕䅔㫝嚙棡艊韅誆勢㫊暚，
熅㭠鏖慚黌彾酽跣墤俋艊“牐誤壈鯫”，鯫䉳逫宼。梪鰱鲲閔艊䎣逫牐

㬦，雩懲嬱椨婠嶼╪蹰靧瑪蹺艊蛼＝饅跀鈫酖嬱飨詵镾。給錫韅㫜，縟

咲詵飨詛勢䅔㫝艊╙䁗䯒籌偧讜樭飨鲲趺䄋謖艊茊燯䯓，桹暚㫨㡶勢醢

犦徏譯昷。

羾澑詵㓄㚶宎醮鯫忞鮪嫕鰱鄽牨羠鲲牆誤跤艊䂆垷。裶䄄艊鰓體醮䀍

扟呺䅕醢挀蛵鑫俠誤鰓墡嶗縟閔鲮懙㫓蠿跤蛼＝暚䄄艊醭讜羠鲲浧媀。
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讜㳚詁䁗艊“㡶醑橯”髟媀。䯒蹕穻棾瑧：讜㳚詁䁗呭鈫䯓
Folk ceremony “Zou San Qiao” in Tongli historic town. (Image Source/tongli.net)

鮪㫥酽㓅荱ǹ踵跤，嗋炓醭鳢鞲䗮侐、飨瑪杛昷媀氥㓋僨羠鮪╙䁗艊

牆誤，㓅荱鍎梪㦳雩椨彾鑫竑呯鰱昷杛㓅艊酽㯵鰓。給羮蛼＝叧咲漥

旝〃彯俓桞䯒Erving Goffman䯓艊ィ㫊，鳏醮鯫忞嬐澑“䂆垷”。

“彿髦啢艊暚鎬，㫥跣橯喥桹嚙棡㳚艊鳏㫓棾會羠嶯，壺偧㛺
嗋炓龈酽砎骾縑、嚙炓髦載骾縑，橯喥彾踵鑫酽跣鲮曀鯫忞。
磢謚勢鑫朷醢攖，俋橯喥曧䁗醢嗋炓鼷䄂艊鰱昷。飨頌彿髦啢
艊暚鎬，䂏㪔㛺俋橯曧酽跣㛊㭠絔艊鰱昷。瀷偧㛺彿髦跏跣鳏
蘢楯鑫，喥勢俋橯醢詛，恦㫥跣鲇嵔㛺酓俋咲堝堝。罌踵㫥跣
鰱昷曧硰䄉艊，磢謚喥誄俋咲㛊絔。飨頌雩醭蓜㭠鳘躅熴嬣熴
㓇，喥曧㒄俋咲㛺偡喥偡，俋咲㛺醭偡喥醭偡。” 

䯒2016妘7桸20暀，䈘燯蓴洡蛼嶼，翇，63噉䯓

詆酽跣籌厸曧™酛髟媀“㡶醑橯”——髟媀贋醮鍎㣮㢐㫪扟醭讜蛼嶼艊

餄妔愭橯。㛫髟媀侸鮪凗蛷梕䄄蹁ǹ，雩記鮪鍈鳏羠暀徏刏簍瓕桸羠

暀暚蹁ǹ。髟媀発僨嶗醎跀鑫嫕鰱嗋炓桹饅詁䁗䇗鉢羠牆艊嶎㝧，㜉

誤骼髦桹饅鯫忞艊㚶宎，妛⿷㬬桹饅㚶宎艊鯫忞。
鮪讜㳚嶗䈘燯，桹饅蛼＝嶗暀夠羠牆艊㚶宎醮鯫忞鲒垷，鞲鍖鉢粷鑫蛼

＝暚䄄艊侸蟢羮㬠——墮㛇嗋咲呏瑪、醮骼鳏鲒誤、妷蜵羠噯囈梕訵。

垷駱：呬斊鯫忞
Embedding: Religious Site

呬斊曧詁䁗™酛羠牆艊詆酽跣醎姪。帍鲑唽瀕鲋䈘燯詁䁗艊趼㯵，婠鲋

呚魍䯒1265-1274䯓，㳛販鲋暺魍䯒1436-1449䯓。嫕鰱倀囈㫅鰱嶼艊惡‖

鄽夠鮪慚斊頺暀頌棾硢䒮。唽姕瀕鲋䈘燯踽㒄ぃ㭠呹⿺ぃ艊梩覜嶗㫜熅

艊駱訥侐，蟃㬅橯啔唽姕醮詁䁗謾骼鰱嶼荁㫪，㫥㳚曧詁䁗嗋炓侳熱

嶗䁗侳鳏㫧駱艊宍鄽躐㣵。諤蟢蛼＝ǹ踵雩罌澑鮪䈘燯艊呬斊跤宆“鲮

䇗”。帍鲑唽雩曧詁䁗艊㓉㓌跤宆。麹磢唽姕醮詁䁗艊謾骼鰱昷桹酽呯

㣣蟇，貶帍鲑唽飨謾44貏䗮艊慚⿺酛䎘斾跣詁䁗裶䄄。

俍踽斊、▕萒斊鮪詁䁗嗋炓艊呬斊羠牆跤雩桹謾鰱瀕，貶朄磢媥鲋慚

斊。茩頌 ,䈘燯翽桹酽姫▕萒斊斊⊕，讜㳚桹酽姫俍踽斊⊕。䈘燯艊斊

⊕婠鲋1915妘，羾嫕暚艊銊蹺™斊佖憼㡦 ,謾跤艊▕萒斊斊＝曧䈘燯窷

嶼艊樮宆。醮帍鲑唽荁瀷，䈘燯斊⊕瀕鲋詁䁗艊詆酽覜䯒㒂㯵䯓，羾瀻

㯈艊㫜熅㫪扟，㣣蟇跤宆㪏㫨。悿㫊斊⊕艊ぃ㭠荁唻箑褆、䆡鳦。讜

㳚俍踽斊⊕艊嵔騙醮澑荁備。呬斊鯫忞艊㬕鯰踵駁熱粷㫥蟢唻瀷䯩證

諍叧咲諍蹺暺、呚砅頠㚪踵：

“1742靧1840妘艊㫝艁妘䄄，玜敤姛罌‘跤蹺蛷髟躐鲅’蝫澏
™斊 , 斊＝蠙躐踵‘艁妘斊䇏’暚梕。㒂昷™斊佖濕羮骼髦鮪玴
炓跤艊嬁閼 , 䆡鶜鮪玴炓躐跤 , 敘黌昷媀 , 酭醁™斊。‘㫥鲢㠱餆
艊玴炓 , 鉝桹酽忞忞誖䅛艊駡忞 , 嬱飨墮慁骼髦艊惡髭’。㫥鲢
駡忞 , 飨謚㰊彾鑫斊⊕。” 

詵㓄，詁䁗俍踽斊、▕萒斊艊僨嗴椥俋賜㡜鲋嫕鰱玴炓。㫥鲢惡‖侸鮪

韅醢羠牆、墡慘，煫桹躉呯艊䅖醢賓忞。鮪™斊牆誤⺖蹺咲蝫澏艊嵔騙

醣，玴炓艊竑濇㦳麋桹濕鲋鮪嫕鰱䆡鳦、瞝牆鰱™摙侳棾呬斊。偧楇

㛺玴炓忞嘄艊蛼＝銲鉢鮪焎攢詁䁗跤鈇貂躉呯艊鯫忞，㮰躅骼髦濕羮

靕㦳艊棷鬣，呺粷鑫榚蟢“晹侐醭鮪”䯒Omnipresent䯓艊笶尓，㫥醭镾

醭嫓嗚鲋㫜熅、橯檕、蔅俧、烐嚩訵荁鲒瘍㫪艊鲮㬦鈫酖。貙備艊“牐

誤裶䄄”澐偧烐醢壈鯫酽樭，嶯嚌菑詁䁗艊鯫忞醮嗋炓㚶宎鮪桖獿嗃漛

醢鲒荁垷駱。

讜㳚詁䁗俍踽斊⊕侳杛。䯒掟嬁 /䅘朚䯓
The Catholic Church in Tongli䯒Photo/CHEN Jin䯓
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2016妘敘㬬謚艊䈘燯詁䁗壈熅。醮澑頌荁瀷熅㭠黌褆，熅醢墱晹韅誆嶗烐醢壈鯫。䯒掟嬁 /䅘朚䯓
City river after reconstruction in Zhenze Town in 2016. Boats and floating market have disappeared on the narrower watercourse.(Photo/CHEN Jin)

闛垷：╙䁗誼、晈珪婩僨醮㭤鲲誼
Dis-Embedding: Urbanization, Tourism Development and Heritigization

1980妘魍飨棾，讜㳚、䈘燯訵烐雯詁䁗艊鰱昷敤姛，飨“粷魍誼”艊謖

躏婩嗴鑫酽跀燒ǹ誤，椥俋鰱敘黌鑫嗋炓醮嫕鰱裶䄄艊饅跀。斾鉢醢，
㫥鲢ǹ誤狇倀蛼＝裶䄄艊╙壈誼、晈珪趵艊僨嗴，飨倀嫕鰱旝誼艊“㭤

鲲誼”䯒Heritigization䯓訵醑跣昷䉳。鮪澑㫓蠿跤，詁䁗㚶宎醮鯫忞熱粷

儂侟“闛垷”“畝垷”。

䒫魯，醢跫鄅馬鴛妘魍飨䅝，飨讜㳚嶗䈘燯踵魍ィ艊詁䁗鄽牨酁椨僨

羠鑫㳛俋黌誼，壽㬬趵、IT鲲趵、羠窹恖梮訵ǹ趵嬱勢鰿綫僨嗴。鮪讜

㳚，詁䁗㒂㯵婠襫鑫苧焎鄽牨嶗蟨恖婩僨嶼，醢轅麟趵駱䖑。鮪䈘燯，
婠詀、桹頥㳟嘄、焹㩱䈇㯵鬣訵鲲趵僨嗴獻俧頠偡。䈘燯詁䁗艊趼攢

㯵㪫婠鑫昦艊╙壈蛼嶼，煢媆鑫俋㳝輟漜粷魍賓呉、䗮㬫駡㣵嶗俋矇

㠳窹跤宆艊妘㪇鳏。澑侳，鮪嫕鰱麟趵嶗墡陣墡慘艊蠩炓雩韓謭鲋嗋

賓鮪昦╙嶼鍖䉯詁䁗。

謾漛，詁䁗廟㯵艊裶䄄樴嗁雩鮪鄽證㳛俋㩸黌。㚾侸愭橯⺖㩱㭠桬魍。
偧䈘燯魳謖艊“俋橯”鮪醢跫鄅80妘魍罌壈跤宆語䅳悅駱㫜鬫鍖㭺勢蕚

鰥——踵昷點敿悜㩱㬦ǹ，俋橯㫥酽㫪扟語䅳嶗侳翨艊綾酽㬦㭠⺖敘

彾㩱㭠。熅㭠⺖乁妕、釯褆徏敘㭠，飨鄖錫駡㣵㫜㪟嶗㪢嶼㜉斾。褀

╙鍖㫓艊䈘燯“壈熅”，⺖釯褆勢囑棾艊酽約，茩艊曧翽熱熅嚩跏擔㢹

侽艊醠誼裶䄄，飨觻諦“╙壈銊誼”㫜誤艊㒄烢。

“橯縑，惖戨艊嬟侸艊。桹艊躅喥幆幆鰱黌㫍鑫。瀷昷彿啢暚
鎬，桹跣犂橯，犂橯俧桹跣悞峐橯，醣棾犂橯，桹酽澒跏棷橯，
嬟侸橯鑫。瀷昷焏丅橯，㫤桹酽䎈橯曧嬟㒄踎艊——麲橯 ,㫤

鮪。跏棷俋橯，酽棷屒餱橯，酽棷蟃㬅橯，彿髦䈘燯䁗艊槪宺
喥曧㫥跏姫……彿桭藹宆䇏㫓艊喥曧㓅䌄橯、俋橯，㰊惖戨
鑫。彿啢暚鎬 (㡶嬱桭侸艊䯓喥曧㓅䌄橯嶗俋橯。”

䯒2016妘7桸20暀，䈘燯㯅呯蛼嶼嗋炓，翇，50噉䯓

嫕鰱™酛蛼＝跤艊㳛㒄銲鉢——玴炓，雩鮪╙壈誼艊㫓蠿跤糴勢嬁閼。
懃䞘牆誤魯曧⺖䇗鉢誼、蹺桹誼，酭鍖鮪醢跫鄅馬鴛妘魍㩸駱蟔鬫麟

趵。㚾侸玴炓粷墱彾踵墡鳏徏敤姛㯵䃸艊䇘蘚，嗋賓鮪詁䁗艊㫅釐鰱夃

徏曧㯗嶼。骼髦箏竑艊“烐醢羠牆昷媀”酽詛醭螻，斊⊕雩㬜玪媀孎。

鞲2000妘婩僔，讜㳚嶗䈘燯䁗敤姛䅖醁蕓誤鑫酽跀燒惖㫍、呏鉝䎋茩，
飨桖昦詁䁗妛鎢㬫囈㫅嚙棡艊╙壈誼㫧蠿。棡妵嶗羻鰱罌澑黌踵昦嶼，
扟鄐棾靕詁䁗艊墡陣嶗敤姛梽饅，謾䇘蘚雩䆠躐蟇婩暃╙，鮪㯗嶼呯

嗋。╙壈㓇浧怳俋，夠賓鳏訥彾縛亱鎢。貶鍈妘鳏賜磢羠牆鮪暃嶼艊

™酛賓呉跤，骼髦晼晹镾撾雩晹嶯巻敘黌羠牆昷媀。
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“桭醭瓕嶯艊喥曧骾鯫。囑棾啢骾鯫喥鮪彿髦㫥㳚，粷鮪捴勢
竊棷䖂㣵飨侳，彿髦詛龈跣骾㫤㒄㫓竊棷䖂㣵。賓鮪㫥㳚艊㰊
曧妘鄅俋艊鳏，倉嶎嶎荱彿髦尫躅詛㫓㫥竊棷俋䖂㣵，嬟戰䅺
艊！㫤桹喥曧㮰跣啢縟閔壈鯫，囑棾鮪㮰跣蔅俧㮰㫅，粷鮪雩
捴勢骾鯫㮰㫅鑫，倉㛺桹侸醭昷點䯩彿曧朮㩱艊，彿煫窩熴鰩
㩱，彿㰊曧㡶詛龈骾龈趼㒂，棾螻酽漛喥㒄蠐鴛侸鰓㾮，絹㫥
蟢俋俒䅃俍，倉詛㡶㡶荱。㚸㡽棾曧桹鋁㠿㩱厸扟㬍，貶曧彿
朮㩱縑，彿醭ǹ艊。”

䯒2015妘7桸30暀，讜㳚趼昦蛼嶼，偔，77噉䯓

飨醢曧跤蹺寚㬫╙壈誼㫧蠿跤夠㓄艊敭鲇，㫥峘峘挀蛵鑫╙壈誼唻嫕鰱

裶䄄鯫忞醮嗋炓㚶宎鲲羠艊“闛垷”慘羮。鄽㫓敘㬬艊裶䄄䎖蛵鑫榚蟢

昦艊、擇酛熎鰱瀕艊蛼＝暚䄄屟，張“㫓詛”⺖杚㭚艊、╙壈誼艊“粷

魍屟”忞僉魍。

醢跫鄅90妘魍謚梕，讜㳚鞲杚㬦╙䁗黌踵魳謖晈珪杛砎，詁䁗艊杛㓅

雩羾澑敘黌——㚾侸㱟姎、㱟壚、獫瓔䒛、䐥䒛訵寚㬫婠彾。㫥鲢昦艊

鯫忞桽烏鲋珪咃鍖䉯囑賓炓。㫧酽澒鰱，昦艊杛㓅雩懲嬱囑桹艊詁䁗

鯫忞⺖“䆡嫮”：羾鲋蟿㳟屜談醢猄，賓鮪縟趵ぃ㭠䅔㫝艊嗋炓鄽夠啔靕

桹賓呉蟿熱妛捴勢㮰鲢桖䆡鳦、呏䉪艊鰱昷，骼髦艊暀夠羠牆鮪壈鯫、
語䅳、駡艤訵“漛㒄裶䄄”跤僨羠。

晈珪趵艊㫑㬫僨嗴酽姪啂靪鑫粶乵戰梽。籌偧，嗋炓杚㭚惔宆烐焑榟：

“倉蓜㭠熅㳚艊烐讖，鮪翄㓉醢荱醢詛曧嬟偡艊嬟醠艊，貶呺
䅕醢呝瑪曧靜艊！彿啢暚鎬喥鮪㮰㳚珪燞，㾢䞘㰊镾㾢㫥躅俋
艊䞘縑，粷鮪攖䯩……酽跣曧敤姛煫熎絔偡，酽跣曧俋咲艊嶯
㛌㰊墬。恦閞趼㒂㰊怈勢熅㳚，敤姛戹烐跀酛雩醭偡，忞桹艊
焑烐㰊戹勢熅㳚，㫥鑃呯曧焑榟粶乵艊。”

䯒2015妘7桸29暀，讜㳚趼昦蛼嶼，偔，38噉䯓

囅㫼鍎鮪澑螻䎐鑫暀夠羠牆醮™酛鯫忞艊哣賽饅跀。朄磢，侳棾鍎艊

ǹ踵醭嫕醮諎絔艊鈇俢，邁讜啂靪鑫㚶宎醮鯫忞艊闛頺。

䈘燯㫐鞔煫桹俋撾婩僨晈珪，罌踵醮謾骼擱㳛晈珪鄽牨艊詁䁗荁瀷，嫕

鰱飨黤橔、嚙趵、壽㬬趵訵踵▕蕬艊鄽牨僨嗴頠偡。喼諎偧澑，䈘燯

䁗鞲2010妘婩僔澐鮪㬜澒呺昻㚧陝，啔鍈╙嶼跤艊餄妔ぃ嶼敘㬬彾晈

珪杛砎。籌偧，㬦嬔帍鲑唽艊踽㒄縟趵ぃ粷謖“呹⿺ぃ”，飨擾朄詁䁗

艊槪宺屟婠詀；ぃ醢艊縟䀉⺖斾販彾獫瓔姎、㱟壚、啢謁姎訵，飨瓕㢹

珪咃艊䈑烢。鰱昷敤姛雩婩僔鮪剓鉢妕詬醢悅敡妭鶯。

䈘燯嶗讜㳚鮪晈珪僨嗴昷䉳艊詇耚鉢粷鑫╙壈誼㫧蠿，雩鉢粷熱嫕鰱

嗋炓醮裶䄄㱚鉝躐䄄艊饅跀黌㫍——㚶宎嶗鯫忞鮪晈珪鄽牨艊寚㬫僨

嗴跤酽畝闛垷，鞔俍艊粶乵戰梽桖曧㚯梪鰱嗋炓嶎㡽㫓詛艊銊偡㚶宎。

靧鞔鞣嗋賓鮪讜㳚詁䁗廟艊鍈妘嗋炓，晈珪趵艊僨嗴鮪攝㬬濕猀艊讜暚雩嬁閼鑫骼髦艊暀夠羠牆。䯒掟嬁 /關緟㭲䯓
Some elderly residents still live in today’s Tongli Historic Town. The development of tourism not only yields profits 
but also affects their daily life.(Photo/Ni Yuyao) 
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讜㳚詁䁗廟囑梪慘踵鲮㬦㒄㭠艊熅牐墱鄽黌踵酽蟢杛㓅，嚩㫅桹辭珪鳏狆㠿艊馣䒛、獫瓔䒛嶗赗閔姎。䯒掟嬁 /關緟㭲䯓
The river in Tongli Historic Town has changed from an artery to a landscape. There are tea houses, cafes and boutiques on the shore for tourists.(Photo/NI Yuyao)

畝垷：慘踵嗴閔艊“烐雯㭤鲲”
Re-Embedding: “Watertown Heritage” on Display
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Embedding and Re-Embedding of place and memory in historic town(Tabulation/CHEN Jin)
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In Mega Cities Young People Live
Text/ KUANG Xiaoming[Chief Editor of Urban China]+LI Juan[UCRC]
Translate/ DAI Bowei(Intern)

In the first decade of the 21st century, China's population mobility has brought about soaring ur-
banization with an average annual growth of 3%, and spawned Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and 
Shenzhen into "megacities". According to the population statistics of the seventh National Cen-
sus, the number of mainland cities with a population of more than 10 million has reached 15. The 
total permanent resident population of Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen has exceed-
ed 20 million, while the actual population of Chongqing, Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen 
and Chengdu has also exceeded 20 million. The size of population in any of the megacity is equiv-
alent to half of South Korea, or the whole of Australia. These flowing figures represent the vitality 
of the city and the competitiveness of the city in the traffic-driven era.

Each year, large number of youngsters flow into 
megacities from different regions. Statistics show 
that migrant population in Shanghai accounts for 
40% of the permanent population. When it comes 
to the large-scale population movement caused by 
urbanization, young people living and working in cit-
ies are still considered as majority, even though the 
ratio of older people have slightly increased. Yet only 
10% of these young people have purchased their own 
houses. How to live decently has become the primary 
consideration for young people when they come to 
big cities, and an important part of the government's 
supportive system. The surge in population has 
brought vitality to cities on the one hand, yet on the 
other hand, it has also made urban resources scarce. 
The residential attributes of real estate have been 
weakened, pushing up urban housing prices, and 
highlighting the repulsive effect of megacities. When 
we look back at the development stage of modern cit-
ies, cities have currently changed from capital-orient-
ed to talent-oriented, from attracting investment to 

attracting talents. How to solve the housing problem 
of people in megacities so that they can live and work 
in a livable and productive life has become the key 
point for cities to attract talents. On the one hand, 
it is necessary to allow young people in big cities 
to live a stable life, and to help them find a sense of 
belonging and self-position through market means; 
on the other hand, housing is also a problem related 
to people’s livelihood. The government’s regulation 
and control towards real estate, standardized man-
agement of the rental market, and the improvement 
of supportive systems can alleviate the repulsive 
effect of high housing prices and increase the city’s 
inclusiveness.

The rapid growth of population offers a test of 
urban governance abilities. To a certain extent, the 
housing problem in China's big cities is the housing 
problem of the urban youth. The focus on the hous-
ing of young people is not only the issue of people's 
livelihood, but also the consideration of the com-
prehensive competitiveness of the city. The social 
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and spatial problems brought about by "living" have 
always been the focus of Urban China - rising urban 
density, excessive living costs and unbearable high 
housing prices, the gap between ideal living space 
and reality, the perception conversion between 
dimensional space and physical space, the impact of 
traditional thinking and ideas of the new generation, 
etc. The 90th edition of Urban China will focus on the 
topic of young people living in megacities, present-
ing the living conditions of today's young people in 
big cities truly and objectively, and discussing the 
characteristics and preferences of young people’s 
living and their mode of social interaction. We will also 
portray the residence of young people from different 
dimensions in this edition. By demonstrating the evo-
lution of Chinese residential policies, we can come 
up with the change in strategy of current megacities 
from “prospering the town by industry” to “prospering 
the industry with the town”, and logical alteration 
with regards to the supportive regulations attracting 
talents. Meanwhile, due to the huge gap between 
housing prices and income, housing location and 
living area cannot be satisfied simultaneously in the 
unstable housing rental market. As a result, we can 
witness from some fragments of life that the personal 
living space is squeezed, and the living function over-
flows to the community and the city, and high-density 
communication occurs at these overflow points. In 
this way, the improvement of urban functions has 
provided functional and spatial replenishment for the 
residence.

In the survey of young people living in megaci-
ties, we have also found that young people nowadays 
value how to use residential space far more than they 
value their ownership. At the same time, with the con-
tinuous development of young people's living needs, 
people no longer satisfy the single living space in the 
apartment and begin to pursue a community-based 
apartment model. In order to cater to the market de-
mand, the apartments are now equipped with public 
kitchens, bookstores, gymnasiums, recreation rooms 
and other public service spaces, and apartment 
buildings are becoming more complex. But most of 
the “publicization” that floats on the surface does not 
give residents a more sense of community. Mobilizing 
the participation of young people in the community, 
so that the concept of residence is not limited to 
one room and one household but extended to the 
community, will be more conducive to enhancing the 
inclusiveness of the city.

In addition, young people value the community 

environment more than the building itself, which can 
reflect their social attributes. Today's young people 
are a group that can quickly build a community with 
individual "commonness". The study of young peo-
ple’s living is more about the way they live and their 
communities,

because for a good community, it should be 
highly mixed in terms of population ratio and func-
tional composition, since the living of young people 
does not mean only young people live there. From our 
research, most young people in big cities pay more 
attention to the rigidly needed functions of residen-
tial space, such as daylight, type of household, and 
commercial and educational facilities in the com-
munity. They are very concerned about community 
activities, but their actual participation is very low. 
The tightness of the indoor living environment does 
not push most of the occupants to the city streets 
as we thought, which may also reflect from another 
aspect that urban life in China is still dominated by 
shopping, while cultural and entertainment facilities 
and participation methods are still scarce and sim-
plistic. We hope that more scholars and those who 
are interested in community research can realize 
that the core of the youth housing problem is to truly 
understand their housing and living needs, and what 
the government, the market and the society are able 
to provide and help among those needs.
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Shift of Chinese Housing Policy 
and Current Living Problem of Young People
Text / CHEN Jie  Edit / DING Xinyi[UCRC]
Translate/ DAI Bowei(Intern)

The housing problem lies inside the political and economic structure within the society, and the 
housing supply and support policy is an integral part of the housing policy. Traditional housing 
supply and support policy focuses mainly on low-income population, especially those families 
who have difficulties in income and housing, with little focus on youngsters. The situation of 
young people in the housing market can be understood from two aspects. They show inferiority 
when competing in the housing market due to less savings and lowered ability for down payment. 
What’s more, young people are the future of society with high expectations, and are directly 
linked to parenthood, so the society is looking forward to a better solution towards young peo-
ple’s housing problems. Yet there has always been a gap between government’s designed housing 
policies of young people and their internal housing demand, which shows the characteristics of 
temporary, high turnover rate and close to workplace, whereas multiple structural dislocation 
exists compared to the current market supply.

The housing problem reflects the imbalance 
between regional development and urban spatial 
development, but it is fundamentally the internal 
contradiction between capital efficiency priorities 
and human needs. Due to the special historical 
background and cultural tradition, the housing 
problem of contemporary Chinese young people is 
not universal, but structural and hierarchical. The 
traditional thinking of urban construction is “pros-
pering the town by industry”. However, at least in the 
construction of new towns in the metropolitan area 
of megacities, priority should be given to “prosper-
ing the industry with the town” to attract popularity 
with livability, especially the popularity of young 
people, and then drive the endogenous growth of 
urban industries.

Shifting of Housing Policy
The theoretical basis of housing policy is to cor-

rect the failure of the housing market, but in fact it is 
more often to implement the will of the country in the 
allocation of housing and related additional resourc-
es, so it is closely related to a country's specific eco-
nomic and social development strategy in a specific 
period. Housing is the foundation of economic and 
social activities, on which housing is also dependent. 
If the government intervenes in economic and social 
activities and participates in resource allocation, 
there will be corresponding housing policies.

China's housing policy has always existed. The 
reform of the urban housing system in 1998 could be 
seen as a node. Previous urban housing model was 
dominated by public housing as company welfare, 
mainly designed from the perspective of promoting 
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production cycles. At that time, the planned economy 
was oriented towards maximizing production quan-
tity, and the supporting economic operation system 
was "low wages and high accumulation." Only a small 
part of the value created by labor workers is paid in 
the form of wages, and the rest is used for accumula-
tion by the state or companies to expand the scale of 
reproduction. First of all, in the case of low wages, if 
we want to promote the recycling and reproduction of 
labor, and then realize the reproduction of the social 
economy, we must ensure that the labor force can 
get rest, rejuvenate and realize reproduction at a low 
cost of living. Secondly, under the planned economy 
system, everyone is like a screw. Labor workers can be 
closely tied to the company by distributing the hous-
es. Thirdly, the centralized residence is also a social 
management tool supporting the planned economy. 
These are three internal logics of the welfare public 
housing system.

Meanwhile, the market economy is guided by the 
maximization of capital appreciation. The inherent 
requirement is the full flow of labor elements and the 
provision of housing through socialization and mar-
ketization to expand capital appreciation opportuni-
ties. Therefore, the welfare public housing system no 
longer adapts. In order to stimulate housing con-
sumption and investment, and the development of 
other industries, while reducing the burden on state-
owned enterprises and speeding up the allocation 
of labor in accordance with the market mechanism, 
China has carried out market-oriented urban housing 
system reforms. In the late 1990s, China completed 
the housing market reform through the privatization 
of public welfare housing at a very fast speed. This 
transformation has changed China's economic devel-
opment from a production-oriented cycle to a cycle 
of production and consumption.

This wave of privatization of urban public hous-
ing helped that generation of city dwellers complete 
the initial accumulation of wealth to some extent, 
but it greatly increased the barriers for young people 
nowadays to enter the housing market. This is an 
important source of Chinese young people's diffi-
culties in the urban housing market, and it is also 
a fundamental feature that distinguishes China's 
youth housing problem from other countries. The 
assets and financial support of young people from 
rural China are incomparable with those born in urban 
families who have the original capital accumulation of 
"house reforms". There lies a huge gap at the starting 
point. Young people with urban family backgrounds 

also have different starting points. First, different 
cities have different real estate values; second, 
whether there are "housing reform houses", and the 
amount and area of "housing reform houses" directly 
affect the amount of original capital accumulation. 
Moreover, Chinese families have very close financial 
ties between generations. The differences in housing 
assets and wealth of the previous generations con-
tinue to be inherited to the next generations, directly 
affecting the starting and ending points of young 
people's entry into the housing market.

Rigid Demand and Fluid Capital
"The Housing Question" by Engels has pointed 

out that in a capitalist economy, housing is embedded 
in the capitalist economic mode and serves the logic 
of capital production. Under the capitalist mode of 
production, housing will inevitably be commercialized 
and financialized, because housing is the best outlet 
for excess capital in the industry. Only when housing 
is commercialized and financialized, and there has 
been a crisis of surplus and declining profit rates in the 
real industry, can we find opportunities to continue 
to increase in value. However, the commercialization 
and financialization of housing not only recovers the 
expenditure of capital invested in housing construc-
tion and gains added value, but more importantly, the 
expenditure of capital for the city’s built environment 
that can be internalized to the value of the house can 
be recovered and value-added. Therefore, real estate 
development generally will not be purely residential, 
but must support various public service facilities, 
large-scale community businesses, green spaces and 
even real estate facilities. Housing purchasers not only 
consume the use value of the housing itself, but also 
automatically consume the built environment of the 
city, paying the bill, whether willingly or not, for the 
capitalization of real estate investment.

Existing house owners are striving to keep 
house prices growing and the value of house assets 
constantly rising. Real estate developers need to 
stimulate new house sales with the high prices of 
existing houses, and landowners also rely on the high 
prices of existing houses to maintain high prices for 
new houses. It is expected that this will stimulate 
developers to purchase land at high prices, and at 
the same time allow their stock of land on hand to 
increase the value of assets for mortgage financing. 
And all of this means the exploitation of the late-
comers. The young urban migrants are "reaped" as 
a result. This is the natural contradiction between 
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generations caused by the housing financialization 
model. Young people, especially those who have no 
original capital accumulation in their families, have 
become "the reaped", giving a large part of their long-
term or even life-long labor income to the previous 
generation of homeowners and landlords in the form 
of house prices or rents. Young people have worked 
to increase the wealth and assets of the previous 
generation of homeowners and landlords in the end.

The financialization of housing is not only a 
product of the capitalist economic model, but also 
has its own soil under the market economy.The op-
erating goal of the market economy is to achieve the 
optimal allocation of scarce resources. The so-called 
resource optimization is based on the maximization 
of factors in reward. Therefore, there is inherent 
contradiction between efficiency and fairness. Young 
people have different starting points, and the pursuit 
of efficiency will inevitably be polarized. The fairness 
principle of the market economy is fair opportunity 
and fair process and does not consider fair results or 
balanced results. However, to maintain the stability 
and harmony of a society, there must not only be 
fairness of opportunity, but also fairness and relative 
equalization of results. Therefore, the government 
must maintain a balance in this process, taking both 
efficiency and fairness into account.

Problem of Affordable Housing System
Since the reform of China's housing system, the 

government has designed many supportive housing 
systems, mainly to provide support for urban low- and 
middle-income families with housing difficulties. But 
the problem now is that the wages of local low-in-
come groups meet the application requirements, and 
their property and housing are often beyond the limit, 
since almost all locals have their own housing. The 
housing conditions and income of young migrants are 
in line, but they are restricted by household regis-
tration and cannot apply. Young people are the main 
force of laborers, but they are relatively disadvan-
taged in the housing market. The design of housing 
policies does need to focus on this group.

In 2018, Shanghai conducted pilot projects in 
Hongkou, Songjiang and Jinshan districts to liberalize 
the conditions for migrants with no Hukou to apply for 
shared property housing. However, as far as the author 
knows, Shanghai has not received very enthusiastic 
feedback for opening non-residential registration ap-
plications for shared property housing. There are prob-
ably three reasons for the unpopularity of Shanghai's 

shared property housing: Firstly, the entry barriers for 
income and assets are still very high, and people who 
can meet the conditions are still under pressure to buy 
houses. Even if the individual share of the shared prop-
erty house is discounted at only 60%, the price is not 
very low. The price paid by the individual is still 15,000 
to 20,000 yuan per square meter, and the total expen-
diture is still more than 1,000,000 yuan. For a family 
of three with monthly disposable income of less than 
18,000 yuan or a family of two with monthly dispos-
able income of less than 14,400 yuan, the pressure on 
housing purchase expenditure is still great. Secondly, 
shared property houses are mostly built in the suburbs 
and require long-distance commuting. Public services 
are insufficient, and they are not attractive enough 
for young people. Even if they can afford them, they 
are unlikely to put those houses into consideration. 
Thirdly, the value accumulation of shared property 
houses is slow. Under the background that even one 
household with registered permanent residence in 
Shanghai are restricted to buying only two houses, 
shared property houses not only account for one 
"house ticket", but there are also many restrictions. 
Many young migrants would rather save money to buy 
commercial housing. These three points are also true 
for local young people. Therefore, it is also not a good 
choice for local young people in Shanghai to apply for 
purchasing the shared property houses.

For most young people, especially young mi-
grants throughout China and globally, the first thing 
to solve is the problem of "settling down". Renting a 
house close to the place of employment is the best. 
But from the government's point of view, the cost of 
building and maintaining public rental housing is high, 
the funding cycle is too long, and the burden is too 
heavy. Even if public rental housing is built, the loca-
tion is often in the suburbs. Shanghai’s existing mu-
nicipal and district-funded public rental houses have 
limited housing availability and are very short in sup-
ply, for which applications must wait in line. Basically, 
employees of some large state-owned companies, 
hospitals, universities, scientific research institutes, 
and government agencies are given priority. On the 
contrary, housing of ordinary young people cannot 
be satisfied within the framework of the traditional 
social housing policy. New migrants and young people 
tend to be barred when competing in the housing 
rental market, and they are also unable to enter the 
traditional system of supportive housing. Once they 
have become a "sandwich", not only are personal 
development opportunities limited, but the contribu-
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tion potential of this group of productive and creative 
people to social development is also restricted. 

Economic Value Defining Talent Apartment Af-
fordability

Young people who are new to one city from 
another mainly include newly graduated college 
students, vocational school students and other 
young employees. They have relatively more hous-
ing difficulties in big cities, and their housing needs 
are mostly temporary as turnover, and they are also 
looking for nearby employment. The affordable rental 
housing is aimed at new residents and young peo-
ple who have housing difficulties and has a broader 
sense of supportive housing. Providing more support 
to new residents and young people who have housing 
difficulties will not only benefit social harmony and 
stability, but also improve the sustainability of eco-
nomic and social development.

Many cities have explored the concerns about 
the housing of young workers, such as developing a 
variety of apartments for talents at the government 
and enterprise levels and encouraging the devel-
opment of long-term rental apartments by market 
mechanism. Almost every district in Shanghai has its 
own talent apartments, and the enthusiasm for build-
ing talent apartments stands high. Many large indus-
trial parks and development zones also have talent 
apartments. However, this type of "talent apartment" 
is usually aimed at key enterprises, which lacks open-
ness. In these enterprises, only a few young "talents" 
are eligible to move in, and the housing problem of 
ordinary young employees is still not solved. In this 
sense, the government's design of youth housing of-
ten focuses more on how to ensure the smooth input 
of labor force into the economic cycle, and regards 
young people as productive inputs that can bring 
economic benefits, only in this way can they be given 
some help in housing. As for those young people who 
seem to have less prominent potential in creating 
economic value in the short term, it is difficult to 
receive housing support from the government and 
enterprises. Therefore, most young people can only 
solve the housing problem through the rental market.

Rural Collective Construction Land into Market
As early as 2009, Shanghai has explored the con-

struction of rental housing by using collective oper-
ating construction land in rural areas and conducted 
pilot projects in some areas. In 2011, the Shanghai 

municipal government further explored strategies 
to solve the housing problems of young employees. 
First, encourage companies to build their own dormi-
tories; Second, farmers are encouraged to use rural 
construction land to build their self-owned houses 
and rent them to those in need. We can see a typical 
example in the Lianming Yayuan project in Lianming 
village, Qibao town, Minhang District. Shanghai and 
Beijing have tried several times using these methods 
respectively, but the former Ministry of Land and Re-
sources showed signs of opposition, concerning that 
the rental of rural houses would eventually evolve 
into sale, and finally derive small property rights 
houses, or the problem of tenants unwilling to leave 
after the deal. After several discussions, since 2017, 
under the organization of the former Ministry of Land 
and Resources, two batches of formal pilot projects 
have been carried out in 18 cities (13 in the first batch 
in 2017 and 5 in the second batch in 2019) to use rural 
collective construction land to build rental housing.

Although the legal bottleneck for the construc-
tion of rental housing no longer exists, and rural col-
lective construction land can be transferred directly, 
new situations have emerged later. In remote rural 
areas, it is more difficult to rent out houses built on 
collective construction land; while in rural areas close 
to the suburban area or in better locations, collective 
construction land has been invested in other uses 
to be more profitable, and farmers generally expand 
their homesteads by themselves to rent out the 
house directly to the market, so that the government 
or enterprises are not allowed to intervene. It is very 
difficult to integrate land to build rental housing.

For young people’s housing problem, on the one 
hand, market supply needs to be precise; on the oth-
er hand, young people’s income is limited, and certain 
supporting policies are needed, such as granting 
some rent subsidies and increasing financing meth-
ods; and more explorations in the future, including 
freeing up the withdrawal of individual housing provi-
dent funds for rent.

Founding of Affordable Renting Market
The different rights for renters and purchasers 

are an important reason to curb the development 
of the housing rental market. It not only hinders the 
realization of the new housing system of "rent and 
purchase in parallel", but also violates social fairness 
and justice that public services should be average for 
everyone. At present, it is the consensus of society 
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to stabilize housing prices and beware of real estate 
bubbles. To solve the housing problem in big cities, it 
is necessary to adjust the structure of the housing 
market and implement "rent and purchase in parallel". 
Accelerating the development of the housing leasing 
market is an integral part of implementing "housing 
is for living in rather than speculation" and advancing 
the supply-side structural reform of the real estate 
market. It is of extremely high urgency and impor-
tance for the healthy and sustainable development of 
the housing market and solving the housing problem 
in big cities.

Although the housing policy orientation of "rent 
and purchase in parallel" has been proposed at the 
national level since the beginning of 2015, in the past 
two years, the policies for the development of the 
leasing market at all levels from the state to the local 
level have only begun as a welcome fillip to be distrib-
uted at a high density. Guobanfa [2021] Article No.22 
emphasizes the provision of affordable rental housing 
through stock housing and stock land. Stock housing 
refers to the transformation of vacant or inefficiently 
used non-residential houses into rental housing, 
while stock land includes land used by enterprises 
and institutions for self-use, and collective construc-
tion land. This means that during the 14th Five-Year 
Plan period, collective construction land will be expe-
dited to build rental houses, and qualified companies 
will be encouraged to use their own land to build staff 
dormitories so as to solve the housing problem of 
young employees during their turnaround period. For 
example, some large state-owned enterprises have 
used marginal land to build staff dormitories.

Empowerment for renters also faces the problem 
of children enrollment in Chinese cities. The policy of 
most cities appears relatively broad, without detailed 
policy implementation regulations, that is, it does not 
indicate how to empower and how to protect the rights 
of tenants. Most Chinese cities use the residence 
permit as a basic prerequisite for tenants to apply for 
their children’s admission. However, the difficulty and 
procedures of obtaining residence permits vary from 
city to city, which undoubtedly adds hidden barriers to 
the implementation of empowerment for renters.

In addition, the government clearly mentioned in 
the policy interpretation of the guidance that “'equal 
rights for housing renters and purchasers' refers 
to guaranteeing the rights and interests of eligible 
tenants’ children to receive compulsory education in 
terms of educational public services, instead of guar-

anteeing enrollment in their corresponding school in 
the “school district”. In the detailed rules formulated 
by each district, school-age children who meet the 
requirement of “same address registered for Hukou 
and residence” are accepted by the corresponding 
school, and only when the number of children ex-
ceeds the enrollment quota of the corresponding 
school will they be arranged in the nearest place ac-
cordingly. The priority order is as follows: school-age 
children whose guardian owns the house completely 
> school-age children whose guardians own part of 
the house property > school-age children whose an-
cestors own the house > school-age children whose 
guardians are eligible tenants, which shows a differ-
ence in the priority order of children’s enrollment.

Regional Balanced Development
The housing problem is a problem of regional 

development balance. Nowadays, almost all job 
opportunities in Chinese big cities are concentrated 
in downtown areas, which is caused by the priority of 
capital efficiency, hence the impossibility to solve the 
problem of livability. Behind the regional balance is 
the balance between efficiency and fairness, con-
sidering whether human demand is subject to the 
capital cycle or vice versa. As for housing, it is also a 
balance between housing as a living function and as 
an investment function, so that the production tools 
of housing serve people's living needs rather than 
people's demand for accumulating housing capital.

Therefore, there are a series of solutions tackling 
the housing problem of young people. First, we need 
the development of long-term rental apartments, di-
versifying suppliers and encouraging policies from all 
parties; Second, same right shall be given to housing 
renters and purchasers, protecting the rights and 
interests of public services, improving the standard-
ization of the rental market to add to the attraction of 
house renting effectively, so as to reduce the de-
pendence on purchasing, and implement the devel-
opment of rent and purchase in parallel; Third, local 
grassroots innovation shall be respected, encourag-
ing market innovation, and giving local governments 
and grassroot organizations some flexible space for 
both policy and product innovation.
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雕假骗幌唄U旁枷眉療舁推
U幌〃屯脱芜锡枷眉惰凌岌饔稗
Regional International Center
China · Kunming Future City Development Seminar

旝 /㡻寉+棜兞 [╙壈跤蹺蔠裮跤宆 ]

Text/ZHAO min + LI Juan[UCRC]

彿髦艊╙壈鄽證鑫鞲墡趵暚魍勢謚墡趵暚魍艊僨嗴，鮪偧鞔艊5G

暚魍，╙壈艊樴嗁剴鞲囑棾䗮敱嗚镾鰓嶼浧媀㬜玪甡黌踵侟諦矇、鄩
筧誼、侸跤宆僨嗴浧媀。╙壈艊諎絔忲瀇雩鞲囑棾艊㡊梪啂謭㩸黌踵
鳏忴啂謭。梥棾艊╙壈曧酽蟢䈑烢抲緣躐醣艊鉢䖢屟艊╙壈。
酁諦╙壈靕㦳僨嗴竑砎，㬦㫓諦絔㓇陝，扢誤╙壈裶䄄酁椨艊㩸

矇棾錫扢╙壈嗚镾艊抲緣，㚯╙壈裶䄄桖踵呴嗋，曧茩頌╙壈僨嗴艊

㒄砎。罌澑彿髦詵飨荱勢，╙壈䈑㒄䗮㠮㳝僨嗴，慡扅苾牆叅㳝嶗濱

敱羮鰱疦撾，惼嗴僨嗴裶䄄，讜暚羠尓粶乵艊墮悜雩醭咷尅㓉。蟨恖

媰壈、旝誼媰壈、斊鑇媰壈、鳏忴媰壈醮證諍旝誼艊墮悜嶗雯棡憈蠻

雩䈑㒄妛ǹ讜澒僨嗴。
暰暺曧酽夃酽㣵唻扟趼茒艊㳛㒄敆砎，慘踵跤蹺㒂攢艊敆砎嶗跤

宆，謾僨嗴鎽跀菑跏跣蹺䅕㬦㭠，澐鮪扢㫧嶼╪屟蹺䅕跤宆╙壈婠㛄；
鍖暰暺艊鴛蠐鲕㓇陝唻╙壈艊僨嗴昷謭嶗呯瀕雩㫧ǹ鑫㜉斾，抲熱㒄

桹姃扢誤樮宆嶼“趼㫧、㒂惼、攢扡、譯婜、跤〓”艊僨嗴詇耚，趼㫧

鎢寚怇㬬鞳裶俋㰊壈；㒂惼抲緣㒂穻嶼斾鉢嫮㝧，怇㬬╙壈㒂謭䃸忊；
攢扡㬎姪扡壽璵焏攢嚩穻嶼婩僨媰姪，呺粷嘪烐╙琒嶗㜖邁羠；譯婜

鎢寚譯㯵嘪烐昦╙婠㛄；跤〓賒曧㒄釣㫧鍈╙嶼嗚镾聥㓦、抲緣╙壈

䏣㞒嶗閔㠮。飨“跤蹺曗╙、蹺䅕俋擊姾謖╙、證諍旝誼謖╙”踵暰暺

艊醑跣╙壈閔窅。呭珆嶼⺖呯踵╙壈昦跤宆、醝諦楎鄟㳛㒄恔㪉嶼嶗

婩敡僨嗴媆䎘嶼。

鞲茩頌5G暚魍鑨杛醣╙壈艊僨嗴㭇㪝，酁諦暰暺茩頌艊僨嗴㳛砎

嶗靕㦳竑砎棾荱，暰暺䈑㒄抲䗮嶼╪攝昦镾撾、婩敡蠿姪，抲緣蹺䅕

誼烐妕，㬦㫓蟨恖、旝誼、斊鑇嶗鳏忴艊“杶幋怳咷”，㚯╙壈昦嶼呺

粷羠尓旝暺粷魍誼、藥咷屟羠䂏、駡邁桽烏粷魍誼。壈╪熎絔蟨叧誼、
赗鄫誼、杶镾誼雩曧暰暺慘踵“酽夃酽㣵”昦艊䃸忊、頺砎╙壈䈑㒄鍊

㳝艊㳛砎。
㾗唻暰暺艊╙壈蔠裮，鞲梥棾╙壈艊僨嗴㢑獻勢呴鳏、呴嗋、呴

趵艊梥棾蛼嶼，《╙壈跤蹺》醮鲑攢醐蟨邁讜詇陝，鮪暰暺871ACE甡頯

墡鯫蹁窩“跤蹺〃暰暺梥棾╙壈僨嗴蔠㚮＝”，喥“暰暺╙壈㓦㜁、梥

棾蛼嶼魯㫧僨嗴樭梪、扜踆暰暺穼梥棾蛼嶼、婩僨麟趵忞姉錨侕艊梥

棾蛼嶼婠㛄镾撾”蠐俋㚴䎪嗴婩㚮㛀。

“要更好地推进以人为核心的城镇化，使城市更健康、更安
全、更宜居，成为人民群众高品质生活的空间。”
“建设一批产城融合、职住平衡、生态宜居、交通便利的郊

区新城，推动多中心、郊区化发展，建设数字城市，逐步解决中
心城区人口和功能过密问题。”

⸺�习总书记在《求是》杂志2020年21期指示

“酽夃酽㣵”嶗“儕孉粶”鑨杛醣暰暺艊嶼╪頺砎嶯躏 蔠㚮＝粷鯫
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“羠尓墮悜嶗旝誼™恔䈑㒄䗮姪@諦”
暰暺艊羠尓侸樭屟䉯夠踔哱，㬦㫓俋艊嘪烐樴嗁蹕詵飨荱勢銲嘪粶悹，酽烐荁賜。鞲證諍醢荱，暰暺

艊╙壈僨嗴喥曧㛾厙縶酄璵焏羠䂏，靕詁喥曧“璵焏暚魍”。粶璵焏艊鳏鰱饅跀ィ粷鑫™酛艊“嘪烐鬫╙”、

“俍鳏諦酽”艊絔寳。貶詁魍鳏髦唻璵焏曧晼䈑㒄雩斲翬艊笶尓，縶悜㬬羻啂靪烐鉢敒釯鞲烲梒點婩僔鑫，
茻勢2000妘魍婩僔㛄嶎熎絔璵焏焑榟嶗婠㛄粶琒醿賠夃，璵焏艊羠尓粶乵忴嬱勢莏澐艊熎絔。鮪羠尓旝

暺㓉㓕醣，暰暺㒄鱧慁鳏醮靕磢嶗㜖邁羠艊昦暚魍僨嗴㛳乵。
暰暺艊踽╙嶼侳怳，詵飨唻瀷醢犦頌瓡嶼╪婩僨棾荱。頌瓡㠺菑跤粶䆥菑犑焎，醮壈跤宆嶼桹酽呯㣣

蟇，╙壈▕蕬荁唻鵀媥。慘踵昦艊縟烏樮宆，㫥㳚㱚桹鉢鑇、旝誼㛄昻，桹偡艊▕蕬斊鑇嶗䗮訵斊鑇梽椨，
煢媆鑫俋㳝㳟@麟趵嶗㣮蹺麟趵艊㫧䖑。鍖粷鮪暰暺艊僨嗴樴嗁踽㒄鮪裶珜鄽牨嶼、薟㠧昦嶼嶗踽╙嶼㫥

樭鰓墡暺薶艊醑㓕，攢扡譯婜。壈攢鰱嶼艊婩僨媰姪㒄扡壽，鍖駡邁㱚倧桽烏賒㒄亱媰。

“╙壈桖鎢赗鄫誼艊鮪鰱諎絔、聥啂忲瀇嶗詇耚”
暰暺曧酽夃酽㣵唻扟趼茒艊㳛㒄敆砎，慘踵跤蹺㒂攢艊敆砎嶗跤宆，謾僨嗴鎽跀菑跏跣蹺䅕㬦㭠。䉳

唻侟棇嶗玈諦艊僨嗴䈑烢，暰暺桖䈑㒄赗鄫誼艊鮪鰱諎絔、聥啂忲瀇嶗詇耚，㱚諦羠尓粶乵慁醁敘櫞，㚯

╙壈桖䗮敱，桖濱镾鍣，鹾桖錨桹蛼＝駡妕屟。粷鮪䂏醑㓕鰱嶼澐鮪呺㣻艊梥棾蛼嶼鞲鄫鰓艊㓕姪棾㚸，
䈑㒄廟羠艊羠尓僨嗴跀酛，偧羠牆觶㱚倧醠鰱、犦醏╙壈扥昻、惡峗恖梮姉羮訵。梥棾赗鄫誼艊婠㛄䈑㒄

侸醎姪侟諦濕羮裶䄄，藥愥睏茻昷謭醢艊醠誼醮侸嗃漛羠尓婠㛄，酁諦蛼嶼邁熎屒㣵，婩惼桖侸邁鲶艊駡

邁羠牆昷媀。
暰暺僨嗴勢鞔俍，䈑㒄悁賓㓇陝㩸矇艊梽㭔，菑㳛蔠裮醠頥濱蘙艊僨嗴昷媀。㬦㫓諦絔㓇陝醮赗鄫誼

諎絔，㚯羠尓跀酛桖褃朄旝誼嘄屟嶗僨嗴誤镾，飨䄋謖犦侳、鲶㖌瑪蹺、嶼╪槪棎艊醑㳛槪豈，慁醁鮪跫

翨怇閼“跤蹺曗╙、蹺䅕俋擊姾謖╙，證諍旝誼謖╙”醑媑暰暺謖穻。

媑㫶暵

醢犦讜牨╙壈㓇陝㛄㚧蔠裮䅳桹䅡駡誒、

╙壈杛㓅䏣㞒㓇陝㛄㚧忞忞䂏，

䗮鄀墡蠿壎、燍謀㓇陝壎

羠尓旝暺㓉㓕醣艊旝誼™恔嶗僨嗴閗酖

璵焏烐╪敒釯諍
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䧫䎇 YELLOW PAGES

“罌獻濕啂桖昦╙壈僨嗴浧媀”
粷鮪╙壈艊僨嗴浧媀僨羠鑫黌誼，㓇陝偧駁釣㫧╙壈覅鲅撾艊抲緣䯩鮪嚙趵旝暺䅆瀇，╙壈曧羠牆醮

墡慘酽鉢艊，彿髦桖饅燍呺鉢裶䄄艊惼嗴。墡趵誼旝暺夃棾鑫俋墡趵羠鲲，姉唻俋䈑烢，嗚镾艊鰓嶼啂靪

鑫鎲賓鰓蟇，㫥暚艊㓇陝饅燍艊曧熱ǹ敱籹、婩僨媰姪訵䃾䎪。鮪攝昦旝暺暚梕，彿髦㬦㫓唻╙壈羠牆艊

呯壽啂靪鑫鄩筧誼、侸跤宆誼、鈫酖誼艊裶䄄斾諦，鍖饅燍砎雩彾踵鑫䈑烢抲緣艊鉢䖢屟，㬦㫓斶叄恖梮

呺粷辭䈑與㱚。呺鉢裶䄄䈑㒄醮麉愐裶䄄酁諦，“昦鰱絔浧媀”菑㳛蔠裮鲲趵酁椨㩸謭飨醑鲲踵踽啂艊酁椨

暚，╙壈䈑㒄鞲飨㡊梪踵踽啂㩸謭飨鳏忴踵踽啂，羾媰㜉寚㬫╙壈婠㛄㩸誼踵㬦㫓諎絔抲緣敱籹艊浧媀。
侐鲋“儕孉粶”暚魍，暰暺艊╙壈僨嗴䈑㒄鞲™酛艊鮃鰱鄽牨㩸矇，䈑㒄㓦噴㱚倧諎絔，鞲婠応勢婠

㛄嶼，饅燍詵慁醁㫜鬫，鞲飨婩僨縟踵踽鉢謭㫜鬫縟嶗蛼嶼贋醮㩸黌，㚯㡊瑧諦絔㱚鉝，鄐駱╙壈苳諎鉢

壽。鍖梥棾艊蛼嶼啔飨鳏踵跤宆，㚯嗋炓茻扟糴苩，㓦噴鳏忴嗋賓䃾䎪。

“呴嗋，曧煢媆鳏忴艊㳛㒄罌踃”
“梥棾╙壈”絔寳曧踵╙壈鳏訥抲辭桖鎢鞐㬎、呴嗋艊粶乵，桹桖〓㠮誼艊╙壈駡邁桽烏，桖偡艊羠牆

炣縶。梥棾╙壈僨嗴䈑㬦㫓桹姃艊╙壈㓇陝㛄㚧，頠偡艊邁婠饅跀，踵╙壈抲辭瑧瑧醭酘艊覅鲅獻镾。鞲

裶䄄酁椨醢㚸㫥樭艊㯗嶼昦╙䈑㒄梒謭侸跤宆、鶵鱲媀㫪扟，鄩筧䄄荁鲒艊嗚镾鍻諦與㱚，嫮彾嗚镾鈫酖。
鍖蛼嶼慘踵╙壈嗚镾艊㳛㒄鄩彾雜廬，宍啔鮪梥棾╙壈覅鲅撾跤朄粷熱㢐棾㢐䗮艊棈㳛。蛼嶼曧╙壈

熎絔艊㳛㒄㪉鉢。鬫㬬蛼嶼艊㫓蠿醮鳏艊䈑烢茻扟荁饅——嗋賓、粶乵、呏瑪、嵔巃嶗嫓嘄、⺖鳏惡㡜嶗

啚㳛、桭鄮靕彿呺粷，張贋醮蛼嶼婠㛄艊䈑烢。
梥棾蛼嶼曧桹嫓嘄巃、鞐㬎巃、梥棾巃艊昦矇╙壈嗚镾雜廬，梥棾蛼嶼曧╙壈跤艊啢雜廬，貶呅詵飨

媆䎘梥棾羠牆昷媀黌䉺。啢雜廬詵飨敘櫞俋炓羠，䖇誤俋悅㡊，夃誤俋鲲趵，釣㫧俋㩸矇。

梥棾╙壈啔鮪5跣昷謭醢鞲™酛僨嗴跤㩸矇

焗犦吳

跤蹺╙壈㓇陝叧＝岄㓇叧僡＝、

扡㓇叧僡＝僡蘚，

椈墕壈╙壈㓇陝㛄㚧蔠裮䅳囑岄墡蠿壎

“梥棾艊╙壈僨嗴，鞲㡊梪啂謭㩸謭鳏忴啂謭”
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“飨墮悜嶗婩僨妛ǹ艊昷媀閼姉昦矇╙䁗誼呺㣻”
“梥棾蛼嶼”粷鮪曧㓇陝艊硰砎，謾跤雩桹醐蟨呺㣻艊嬁厸。鮪跫翨鄀旝暺㭤鯰艊鮃鰱醢，頠玽旝誼棡

墣傉艊呺粷鑫旝誼、羠尓嶗蛼嶼艊桹梽@諦，㬦㫓蛼嶼艊婩僨㚯旝誼嶗羠尓桖錨麽過巃，罌澑镾嬱勢桖偡

艊墮悜，鍖旝誼醮羠尓艊叅鮪剴镾抲緣蛼嶼艊呴嗋、呴趵竑屟，㬦㫓儕謭艊頠屟㡑镾，閼姉蹺咲鞏啂昦矇

╙䁗誼婠㛄。
彿髦鮪蛼嶼跤鎢駱鑫嬟侸魳謖婠詀壎艊駡邁婠詀㛄㚧，罌踵嗋賓裶䄄艊㒄烢嬟跛樴，鍖駡邁婠詀喥詵

飨屒鍊桖瞝牆艊懲羮昷媀，桖鎢桹攝㬬屟。㫥鮪㫓詛誆燍㳛応嗙婠㛄，尅㓉駡邁裶䄄艊跤蹺曧訅酽籌。鍖

唻鲋暰暺鍖㔃，呅䈑㒄羠尓嶗㜖、鎲賓妕ゎ，嫮彾鲲趵䗮鰱，㚯諤蹺䗮蟨恖鳏忴雩镾鮪澑呏嗋貊趵，㚯忞

桹艊嗋賓鍎㰊镾鲶糴蟨叧誼、赗鄫誼、杶镾誼艊╙壈熎絔嶗駡邁桽烏。

“靕醣鍖醢，鞲“蛼嶼”勢“蛼銲”艊攝昦諎絔呺㣻”
酽跣詵慁醁僨嗴艊蛼嶼，梪㠮醢賜㡜艊曧桖侸贋醮昷艊邁攝熎絔，頠玽旝誼棡艊呺㣻抲辭鑫酽倧䀍扟

桖侸鳏銲、桖侸㡊瑧昷贋醮蛼嶼熎絔醮僨嗴艊梽壽，㫥樭鞲“蛼嶼”勢“蛼銲”㫜鬫屒醎艊㩸黌，踵梥棾╙

壈艊蛼＝諎絔抲辭鑫昦艊昷橉。
鍖梥棾蛼嶼曧╙壈跤艊啢雜廬，貶呅詵飨媆䎘梥棾羠牆昷媀黌䉺。呅䈑㒄㬦㫓㫜鬫梽壽，㬦㫓駡郿嫮

彾㡊瑧邁鲶，鞲窹趵諎絔㡶謭妕詬+諎咲媀艊諎絔，㚯趵踽桹蠻㢩，桹誤撾贋醮蛼嶼婠㛄，婠襫蛼銲，䨺

轄蛼嶼羠牆。

棡炓駡郿。頠玽旝誼棡曧醐蟨艊䒫跣旝誼侟蠻醮㛝嶯槼嗋艊“絔嶎踽躏㛛䖢羻”。䯒蹕穻棾瑧 /醐蟨囈騷䯓

髀宺媰

醐蟨䇗筧岄㓇陝壎 /

䇗筧駡＝豕咲

“縶酄鳏梪誼艊絔寳，椨婠詵慁醁僨嗴艊昦矇╙䁗”
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